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Here we are once again, starting a brand new year! It’s always great to 
have a fresh start, and 2019 is sure to be an exciting one here at 
Riverside. We accomplished many great things in 2018, and this year will 
be no different. 

At the time of writing this article, we are putting the finishing touches on our 
Strategic Plan for 2019-2021, which will be available in print and online 
very soon. Our goals for the future continue to focus on inclusion and 
independence for the people we serve, and our strategic plan will describe 
how we plan to work toward those objectives. 

In November 2019, we are scheduled for an accreditation review through 
the Ohio Department of Developmental Disabilities (DODD). I have 
positive expectations for this review based on my faith in the excellent staff 
we have here at Riverside. Our employees are extremely conscientious 
and committed to ensuring the highest level of individualized supports for 
the people we serve. I look forward to providing a positive summary of this 
review at the end of the year. 

Another area of focus for 2019 is a Professional Development Plan for all 
our employees. This work will be a continuation of our efforts in the past 
five years to improve customer service by fostering a work environment 
where staff feel valued and empowered. This, in turn, drives employee 
motivation to give their best efforts, and ultimately benefits the people we 
serve. We look forward to focused conversations with employees about 
their career goals and aspirations in order to help them to continue to grow 
and learn as professionals. Our hope is that these enlightening 
conversations and trainings will help us take our customer service level 
from good to exemplary.  

Lastly, our five-year levy is set to expire in 2020, so later this year we must 
ask Miami County voters to renew the 2.5-mill levy which supports 
valuable services such as case management, in-home support, adult day 
programs, transportation, and much, much more. We can’t do our work 
without the support of our community, which was highly evident throughout 
2018 with the giant leap in the number of volunteers who joined us, donors 
who contributed to us, and businesses who found ways to become 
involved with our programs. We are certainly grateful for Miami County’s 
support and look forward to an exciting year in 2019. 
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"PAWS"-ITIVELY INSPIRING
Known in Miami County and other states around the country, 
17-year-old Lily Durig is stealing animal lovers' hearts with her 
business, PAWsitivelyByLily. What originally started in a class at 
Tipp City High School has morphed into a family business 
spanning storefronts, social media platforms, and partner websites.

“We’ve always wanted her to have her own business,” Lily’s mom 
Chris shares about how it all began. The family also tries to make 
inclusion an integral part of Lily’s life. So when Chris reached out 
to then principal, Mr. Oaks, about how the school could help, he 
offered Lily two elective classes. The family embraced the 
opportunity with open arms.

One of these electives focused on fashion design, a topic which 
already had a special place in Lily’s heart ever since she modeled 
for Faerie Magazine in 2016. Through mutual friends, Lily 
connected with the magazine’s editor who invited Lily to be in one 
of their photo shoots.

This passion only continued to grow when Lily began working with teachers Lisa Colebaugh and Alexis Gentry in their 
fashion design class at Tipp City High School. After learning to sew, Lily wanted to create something for two of her beloved 
family members—a bandana for each of her two dogs.

From a young age, Lily adored animals, especially their two dogs—a Bernedoodle named Sadie 
and a Yorkie named Honey. The family also has a cat named Powder, a bunny named Caramel, 
and two horses—Sprinkles and Blue. Though she loves all her pets, Chris says Sadie and 
Honey have a special place in Lily’s heart. “They adore her, and she adores them.” To show 
them, Lily wanted to make Sadie and Honey each a bandana in her fashion design class.

When family and friends learned about Lily’s creations, they wanted one for their pets. Their 
love her creations inspired Lily’s inner entrepreneur, and she started selling her bandanas, all 
of which are trademarked with her homemade labels and logo.

In June 2018, Chris started a Facebook page dedicated to Lily and her products. Since 
then, Lily’s creations have been selling like gangbusters, especially during the holidays. Her collection expanded to include 
a variety of dog and cat bandanas of several sizes and fabrics. She's even added tug toys and greeting cards.

As the orders continue to flood in—from Michigan to Virginia to Texas—Lily and her family can’t help but marvel at how it all 
started. A glimmer of pride appears in Chris’ eyes as she looks at Lily and says, “It’s more than we ever hoped for.”

Chris emphasizes though that it truly was a team effort, one that includes Colebaugh and Gentry, but also Lily’s teacher 
Lugene Dawson and classroom paraprofessional Bailey. According to Chris, Dawson was instrumental in encouraging Lily 
to be herself. “She really teaches her and communicates with all of us. She is just so compassionate.”

With the support of people like Dawson and Lily's older sister and best friend, Anna, Chris has seen Lily create a life she 
always knew her daughter was destined to have. Lily can be shy around new people but becoming a business owner has 
given her a confidence Chris believes shows her kindness for others. "She's a very compassionate, caring person and is 
very much an encourager. When she talks to others about PAWSitvelyByLily, she steps into a role and will talk to anyone." 

Both Lily and Chris hope connecting with others about her business will help Lily become the positive example she wants to 
be for other students, young women, and people with Down syndrome. For Lily, her business is one she's undoubtedly 
proud of, but being a role model and spending time with her family are what she enjoys most.

You can view all of Lily's products on her Facebook and Etsy pages titled, PAWSitivelyByLily. Her creations are also on the 
Upside of Downs website, Artful21, and in their storefront in Independence, Ohio.

Lily on the cover 
of Faerie Magazine
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CAPABILITIES: DISCOVERING MORE THAN CAREERS
Connecting the dots. It’s the tagline to nearly every message Capabilities, Inc. shares 
about their business and the services they provide. But what exactly are the dots and what 
all goes into making those connections happen? For Kellie Janning and Bonnie Riell, the 
answer lies in what they call the “Capabilities flair.” 

As part of the Employment First Initiative changes, the state established a list of 
requirements every county board of developmental disabilities and provider must follow 
including those related to eligibility, selection, and funding. The rest is up to each 
organization, and that’s where Kellie found herself thriving. 

Instead of focusing on what each person can’t do, Kellie flipped the script and focused on 
what the person can and wants to do. For Kellie, Bonnie, and their teammates the Career 
Discovery Service is more than helping a person go through a series of checkpoints to plan 
for a career—it’s about helping the people discover themselves, what they like to do, and why. 

The process starts with an initial meeting designed to get to know the person and determine their intrinsic interests, as well 
as their conditions of success. For the next 6-10 weeks, they go through a series of different experiences to get a complete 
picture of the person. These experiences can be anything from small, hands-on exercises to home visits and job 
shadowing. Overall, it’s about helping adults of all ages learn about themselves, not just learn a job. 

Though Kellie will try to defer all credit to her Capabilities teammates, Bonnie makes it poignantly clear that Kellie is the 
mastermind behind Capabilities' Career Discovery Service. Because of her, what first started out theories and what-ifs has 
blossomed into a program that extends from Toledo to Ashland, Kentucky.

                                                     And these discoveries aren't just happening for transition-age students, which is what 
some might think when they hear "career discovery." In fact, Kellie and Bonnie agreed they usually have a wide variety of 
ages they work with—ranging anywhere from early 20s to those in their 40s and 50s. Just like any other person-centered 
program, Kellie emphasizes that the Career Discovery Service isn't cookie-cutter. "It's good for those who are out of work 
and those who've never worked. It's also good for those who have a job right now and don't like it, but they don't quite 
know why."

                                                       “Watching it grow has been amazing,” Kellie shares about the progress they've made      
                                                         in a little over a year and a half. The relationships they’ve developed and the number of  
                                                         employers who have embraced the service have left them speechless, but it's the 
                                                       reactions from those participating in the service that's affected them the most.

                                                      For Bonnie these responses are exactly what makes her job rewarding every day. 
                                                      “Seeing the individuals react to the positive reinforcement is what makes it all worth it. 
                                                      They’re hearing praises they may have never heard before or even knew about.”

Because the service is individualized, there's no typical day for those involved—including Capabilities staff and other 
provider agencies, as well as Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities (OOD) and county board staff. For Kellie, 
"Everybody has a piece of the pie," and they all work together and try new things. Bonnie agrees and adds, "It's really cool 
seeing people like Kellie use different resources and methods while they help. We all leave with a discovery."

In April 2017, Ohio’s Employment First initiative underwent a variety of changes, all of 
all focusing on giving people with developmental disabilities the resources they need to 
attain the competitive, integrated employment they want. In other words, to ensure 
everyone is given the opportunity to lead the life they want, something Capabilities has 
instilled in all their programs, especially the Career Discovery Service. 

In the end, everyone involved with the Career Discovery Service learns something new. From the person participating in 
the service, to their support staff, to the county board, everyone discovers something new. Everyone connects the dots.

Mary working at Edison State 
Community College

David & Traci, two Miami Co. 
Career Discovery members
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ADVOCATES HEAD TO SYNERGY

Throughout the morning, Christopher urged everyone to 
adopt 13 character counts that are key to helping others, 
and ourselves, feel better every day.

Synergy Ohio is an annual conference hosted by 
Professionals, Advocates, Resources (PAR) Ohio and the 
Ohio Self-Determination Association (OSDA). This 3-day 
conference is designed as an opportunity for people with 
developmental disabilities, parents, guardians, caregivers, 
and county board staff to learn more about advocacy and 
network with others from around the state.

Known for his eye-catching mohawk and exuberant 
personality, Christopher captivated his audience with an 
inspiring speech about his personal battle with bullying.

13 MESSAGES OF MILO

The next day, Jonathon Martinis inspired everyone as 
he recounted how Jenny Hatch won her right to make 
decisions for herself using Supported Decision Making. 
Her perseverance through a year of court dates 
empowered everyone to stand up for themselves and 
fight for their right to seek what makes them happy.

This year, Miami County sponsored nine self-advocates to 
attend the conference held on October 3-5 at the Kalahari 
Resort in Sandusky, Ohio. Due to the resort's spacious 
layout and numerous amenities, this year's conference 
proved to be an exciting adventure for self-advocates as 
they put their self-sufficiency skills into practice.

When they first arrived, self-advocates found themselves 
asking key questions like: "How do I safely navigate the 
area?" "How should I schedule my day?" and "How do I 
spend my money responsibly?"

But the learning didn't stop there. Keeping with tradition, 
this year's conference was jam-packed with activities and 
information sessions. World-renowned motivational 
speaker and pianist Christopher Milo kicked things off on 
Wednesday with his keynote speech.

Be Positive 
Be Genuine
Accept
Love One Another
Listen

Communicate 
Work Together
Be Curious
Inspire
Coach

Use Your Talents
Be Creative
Trust

Next, Olivia Caldeira and Jesse Russel kept the 
momentum going with their presentation on dating 
safety and healthy relationships. The pair shared many 
helpful tips about a variety of topics including 
self-awareness, how to identify dating "red flags," and 
the best ways to practice communication skills.

To wrap up the conference and its focus on personal 
empowerment, Ohio Ambassador for Charting the 
LifeCourse Barbara Sapharas shared how to create the 
lives they want using the LifeCourse tools. She asked 
essential questions that made them consider their 
well-being and how to define a happy, fulfilled life. 

Overall the conference's energizing atmosphere left 
attendees excited about their lives, jobs, and ability to 
make changes while meeting new people and creating 
new friendships. At the end of the three days, they 
couldn't wait to bring back their ideas and begin 
implementing them into their everyday lives.
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This year's conference featured 
several speakers including 
Jason Fine, an award-winning 
educator and school 
administrator from Upper 
Arlington, Ohio. After being 
diagnosed with Tourette 
syndrome at age 10, Jason

On Tuesday, September 28, 2018, our Adventures in 
Advocacy group hosted over 130 advocates, family 
members, and guardians from Miami and surrounding 
counties for the annual Regional Advocacy Conference.

Miami County is a member of the Regional Advocacy 
Group, a seven-county collaboration that encourages its 
members to learn about a variety of self-advocacy topics 
and meet with other self-advocates from the area. The 
group meets at a different county each month and then for 
their fall conference, the Regional Advocacy Conference. 

SALT & SEA SALT BACK IN SESSION

Highlighting one of our key steps to self-advocacy, Jason 
emphasized how our success is often determined by our 
passion to do what makes us happy, not what others say we 
can or cannot do. 

Self-advocates from Darke, Logan, and Miami counties took 
the stage next for the morning's breakout sessions. Trained 
in self-advocacy and active in their communities, Sam Ploch, 
Jacob Hawk, Joe VanVoorhis, and Kevin Hale spoke to the 
group about their personal journeys with self-advocacy.

A member of The Darke County Civic Theatre and a 
veteran public speaker, Sam Ploch spoke on the value 
of connecting with your community (pictured below, left).

REGIONAL ADVOCACY CONFERENCE

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Over in the gym, Jacob and Joe from Logan County 
discussed the importance of voting and how to be an 
informed voter. They even demonstrated how to properly 
use a polling station on Election Day (pictured above).

In his session Miami County's Kevin Hale shared how he 
gained more independence with remote monitoring 
(pictured above, right). According to Kevin, remote 
monitoring encourages self-sufficiency but also provides 
comfort since you know someone's always there.

After taking a short break for the holidays, our SALT (School-to-Adult-Life Transition) and SEA SALT 
(Students Exploring Adulthood) program will pick back up in January 2019. Our first two sessions will 
cover STABLE & Trust Accounts and Individualized Service Plans (ISPs). Later in the year, we'll discuss 
a variety of other topics including Social Security, employment, and work incentives.

Join us the fourth Tuesday each month from 6-7:30 pm for these informative sessions and to connect 
with other students and families. For more information, please contact Community Navigator Dwayne 
Hall at (937) 440-3026 or SSA Manager Jacklyn Vietor at (937) 440-3057.

refused to accept his doctors' prognoses. Instead, he 
coupled it with the support of family and friends to achieve 
his dreams—something he encouraged everyone to do in 
their lives.

After hearing from their peers, self-advocates enjoyed a 
delicious lunch catered by Hickory River. The time 
proved to be a great chance for everyone to talk with 
friends both old and new before parting ways for the day. 
As they all headed out the door, everyone agreed they're 
excited for next year's conference. 
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Friday, March 1, 2019  |  Riverside Gymnasium

Kickoff Open House

S A V E  T H E  D A T E !

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 

AWARENESS MONTH

In recognition of their dedication, we want to highlight our local providers who constantly go above and beyond the call of 
duty. Some are independent, or self-employed, while others are employed through agencies. Miami County is full of DSPs 
who do so much to support our neighbors with disabilities. What makes them even more admirable is that they don't do it 
out of obligation or for a bigger paycheck, they do it because they love what they do, and they do it because they care.

BRANDON BIERLY

Direct Support Professionals (DSPs) mean the world to those they serve. Though they're oftentimes deemed a caregiver, 
they're so much more than that. They're a listening ear. A steady hand. A strong shoulder. A voice of hope. They're a friend. 
No day is the same for them, and the care they have for their people is apparent in everything they do. 

DSP SPOTLIGHT

For our first DSP Spotlight, we'd like to feature Brandon Bierly. Please join us in thanking him for being an outstanding DSP.

An independent Direct Support Professional (DSP), Brandon has been working in the 
developmental disabilities world for nearly seven years. Originally beginning his journey 
at NOVA, LLC in Troy, Brandon is known for his dedication and heart.

According to Riverside Service & Support Administrator (SSA) Julie Gambrell, Brandon 
is "one of the kindest, most genuine hearts I have ever met." The two have worked 
together for several years now, and Julie says every moment has been a blessing for 
her and the people Brandon supports.

Brandon currently provides services for three gentlemen supported by Riverside, all of 
whom he views as a friend. "He really wants people to succeed. He wants to help them 
all be better people," Julie adds. "And it doesn't end at the end of his shift."

When one of his clients needed help with his finances, Brandon stepped out of his 
comfort zone and stepped into that role. Though he manages his own finances 
responsibly, he's never really considered helping others do the same. But when his 
friend needed his help, he didn't hesitate.

                                                          
with these three gentlemen in particular. Not only is he a source of support for them, he's also a role model for them when 
they need it. His trademark optimism is something those around him can't help but mimic. Julie also highlights Brandon's 
respectful demeanor as a characteristic that's allowed him to succeed as much as he has. For Julie, Brandon is without a 
doubt someone you'd want to be friends with. "He's nice, respectful, humble, and simply has a good heart." 

Brandon and his friend 
Emerson

Brandon's heart is also something that's helped him establish a level of trust and respect
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2019 NIGHT TO SHINE
Join Troy Christian Church (TCC) for a prom night to remember! Walk 
the red carpet, enjoy the royal treatment, and dance the night away 
with your friends.

Sponsored by the Tim Tebow Foundation, TCC is hosting Night to 
Shine on Friday, February 8, 2019 from 6-9 pm at the Crystal Room. 
Guests can register until January 11, 2019. For more information and 
to register, visit troycc.org/nighttoshine or call Becky Perry at (937) 
335-8731. This event is open to people with disabilities ages 14 and 
over and is completely free of charge.

To help guests get red carpet ready, TCC is offering a free boutique on Friday, January 11 from 12-6 pm at the church 
(located at 1440 OH-55 in Troy). Formal wear including accessories, shoes, and jewelry, will be provided free of 
charge for those attending the dance. Registration for the boutique is not required but helps TCC plan accordingly. 
For more information, please visit troycc.org/boutique.


